Across
1. The chickens sing a __________ to say goodnight.
3. With Duck’s help, Farmer Brown gets a ________ night’s sleep.
7. A __________ makes a good outdoor bed!
9. Farmer Brown wears red _________.
10. The barn is ________ when all the animals are asleep.
11. The sheep knit a __________ for Baby Duck.
12. Some parents read their little ones bedtime __________.

Down
2. The sleepy animals can’t stop __________.
4. Lowering the shades makes it _______ inside.
5. Duck wears __________ to block out the baby’s peeping.
6. Duck calms Baby Duck down by going for a __________.
8. Baby Duck uses a __________ for a crib.
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Reproducible
CRACK...CRACK...BABY ANIMAL!

Draw what hatches from your egg!
Don’t forget to write in what sound it makes!
Happy 15th MOO-versary, CLICK, CLACK, MOO!
Celebrate the New York Times bestselling series!
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Click, Clack, Moo: Cows That Type
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Read the whole bestselling series!
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Giggle, Giggle, Quack
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To see MOO-re books from the barnyard visit KIDS.SimonandSchuster.com!
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